SUPLEMENTARY ONLINE MATERIAL

Comments on collisions
The ridge's width is controlled by both (1) the ring thickness (initially negligible) and (2) satellite's orbital inclination (assuming it is constant during the accretion process). Collisions tend to flatten the ring system whereas gravitational stirring thickens it. Our simulations show that the large majority of impacts happen in a shorter time (~ 1.5x10 4 orbits) than the gravitational stirring time (about 4x10 4 orbits). So the ridges are accreted while the disk is still thin, consistent with our initial conditions (a thin, collisionally relaxed particle disk). During the ridge accretion processes collisions between particles on nearly circular and coplanar orbits would only scatter them on distances of the order of their size, negligible compared to the satellite radius, thus having little influence on the latitudinal distribution of impacts.
However, collisions may modify the longitudinal distribution of impacts (i.e., distribution in the ring plane), especially when the ridges become a coherent structure lying on the satellite's ground, which cannot be taken into account. So our simulation must be considered as first order model giving insights into the initial dynamics of ridge accretion, as stated in the text. 
